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THOUGHTS FROM THE HEAD
As I write we are remembering a whole year since the UK first went into lockdown and schools
were closed for the first time in March 2020 the UK will mark this grim anniversary with a
silence at midday. I believe that this record in the Kent College Times may be of interest to
future generations of Canterburians and I hope that the historians of Kent College in 2121
will look back to the dreadful pandemic of the 2020s and read about how well students and
staff coped with difficulties and the restrictions brought about by Covid-19.

Schools were able to make a phased and partial reopening in June 2020 just
before the end of the summer term. I described the wider reopening of schools
for the Autumn term 2020 in my last KC Times article. In January 2021 we were
expecting to continue with schools open, even though infection rates in the
community were high, and we were told we had to reopen with an in-school
testing centre in place. The UK government decided to close schools again after
only one day of term and school sites remained closed during a third national
lockdown and became the first element of a lifting of restrictions on 8 March
2021. We reopened again with onsite testing in place and similar ‘bubbling’ and
social distancing measures in place. Everyone was also required to wear a face
covering even in class this time around. We look forward to a wider lifting of
restrictions in future months.
Behind the detail of the changes to school life, the wider impact of the pandemic
has been harsh: in March 2021 there have been c4.3M cases of Covid and over
127,000 deaths from Covid in the UK, c2.7M deaths globally. In school we have
remembered that loss of life and the grief felt by so many families. The Kent
College community has also lost a dear colleague and friend, in Stephen
Fell, who was Head of Chemistry, leader for the Duke of Edinburgh
Award, and co-ordinator of boarding outings. You will find my tribute
to Stephen elsewhere in this edition.
I remain most grateful to my colleagues for their adaptability and
determination to make things work throughout this extraordinary
year, to the students for their flexibility and enthusiasm to return,
and also the parents and guardians for their unstinting support. I
look forward to the coming weeks and months with great optimism.
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By DAVID LAMPER EXECUTIVE HEAD

As I write, in the UK 27M people have now received a first dose of the vaccine to protect
them from Covid-19 - the most rapid delivery in the world, and infection rates in the
community are greatly reduced. Hope is enhanced by the opportunities to try things in a
different way which I described in my last article. New initiatives, skills and talents emerge
from colleagues and students like the variety of vivid spring flowers, which brighten our
days.
Many thanks to Emily Waters, who steps down as editor as she engages with her final
assessments for the IB Diploma. We welcome Daisy O’Connor as the new editor, who, I
am sure, will produce a magazine which will continue to recognise all that goes on in our
busy community.
For up to date media and notices please follow us on social media:
My Twitter page, Kent College Twitter page, Kent College Facebook and Kent College
Instagram page.

Staff Movements
In January 2021 we said goodbye to a number
of staff, including Chris and Donna Joy. Chris
held his post as Director of Boarding and IT for
13 years. Chris and Donna were previously
House Parents of School House. Donna
was Head of Media for 9 years.
The following staff have joined Kent College
this term:
Mr Ben Wisdom-Queiros, Teacher of Media and
IT. Ben joins from the Enterprise Learning
Academy and previously worked at Dover
Grammar School for Boys.
Mr Barnaby Lamper, Teacher of Chemistry.
Barnaby was previously a Teacher of Chemistry
at the Kimbolton School and a former student
at KC.
Two important internal appointments: Ms Elaine
Jameson as Senior Teacher Pastoral and
Mrs Tracy Watton as Head of Student Personal
Development and Well-being.

EDITOR’S COLUMN

Due to government guidelines, this term was
mainly online. After many adaptations last term,
even more needed to continue learning this term,
all while we witness the toll of the pandemic and
hope that there is a way out of the lockdowns.
Being back at online learning put up the same
obstacles we have been confronting in terms
of the separation, and isolation that we feel
being scattered all over the world. However,
reflecting on this term I can see how amazing
the staff and students have been. I would like
to say a huge thank you to Emily Waters, who
has been a fantastic editor for many years,
and is finishing the IB Diploma programme this
year. This edition could not happen without her
support, and we have both enjoyed reflecting
on how the whole school has adapted again,
and grown with the new changes.
The highlight of the Spring Term is Arts Week.
This year it fell in the middle of our time online,
though this did not stop the event going ahead.
Through online teaching, there were classes
in drumming and baking, as well as House
Drama productions in the spirit of films which
can be found on the YouTube page. There were
also many virtual concerts, including those at
the Junior School and a Piano Festival. These
events really do testament to how much can
be achieved even when separation, and really
exemplifies the idea of ‘Home but not Alone’.
Reflecting back on this period in the future, I
think that we can all feel proud of how much the
community came together, and the spirit with
which we did so.

By DAISY O’CONNOR
Year 12
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NEWS IN BRIEF
ASTRONOMY CLUB
This term, the new Astronomy Club started,
with new equipment funded by the Friends
of Kent College to help students develop an
appreciation of the sky.
Led by experts Mr Champion and Mr
Wassell, there are going to be many exciting
evenings under the stars for both students
and parents in the following terms. In March,
the club even spotted the International
Space Station!

SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGE

VIEW FROM MY WINDOW

This term, students have been able to enter the
Sustainability Challenge: Protecting Biodiversity
International Competition ran by Trust for
Sustainable Living, with winners in the upper and
lower school. Students made videos showcasing
messages on biodiversity with the opportunity
for them to be shown to world leaders and
governments at the Conference of Parties 15
meeting of the UN Convention on Biological
Diversity in May 2021.
The winners from Year 11 were Olivia, Gus and
Alexis, and from Year 7 were Charlotte, Alexa and
Dani. The group from Year 7 are going through
to the international round, and their film will
be shown at the event. Well done to everyone
involved!

In January, as part of Home but not Alone, the Year
12 students submitted photos of the view from their
windows where they were doing online school. This
showed the sense of community we can still feel, even when scattered all across the world. with
photos from Nigeria, Italy, Switzerland, and the UK, the presentation can be found on the school’s
twitter account
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BRITISH ROWING

A stunning photo of the Year 12 rowers taken by the coach Mr Huggins was chosen as the photo
of the month in the British Rowing Newsletter. Taken during senior games before lockdown, it
shows the rowers enjoying a spectacular sunset on the River Stour.

WORLD BOOK DAY
For World Book Day in March, students and staff dressed up
as their favourite literary characters for online lessons. There
were some very imaginative outfits and character choices!
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KENT COLLEGE DUBAI

KENT NURSERY
BY CATHERINE MULLIGAN

When we heard that Kent College Canterbury had opened a Nursery
school, it got us thinking about our own plans to open a Nursery in
Dubai. It’s been on our radar for a while now, so knowing that Garden
Cottage Nursery was up and running was all the inspiration we needed to submit our plans to the
local authority and get cracking on setting up a quality provision as part of our beautiful campus.
Then we got stuck on the name.
As much as we loved the idea of Garden Cottage, that really didn’t reflect our local environment at
all - the desert is a stark contrast to UK cottages and lush green gardens. We constructed a long
list of names and in the end the board of governors settled on Kent Nursery.
Then we got stuck on the logo.
Garden Cottage has a lovely deconstruction of the main school logo which uses the horse and
the chuffs, so we followed this theme, asking our Art teacher, Mrs O’Connel to design something
for us. There were many representations of horses and birds, but we all fell in love with the
rocking horse being pulled by a chuff on the reins.
So, although the 2 nurseries are distinctly different, there is a common thread that once again
unites the Dubai and UK schools and draws us together in our mission to provide quality early
childhood education and care to our community.
Kent Nursery offers British Curriculum nursery schooling from 6 months to rising 4’s. Once
children reach Foundation Stage, they can seamlessly feed into Kent College Dubai alongside
their classmates.

KENT NURSERY ENVIRONMENT & FACILITIES
At Kent Nursery we aim to provide an enabling environment that is designed to teach children
independence in a manner and pace that is comfortable for them, and makes them feel
confident and secure. In Dubai, we exist in the luxury of a multicultural environment where
each and every child is recognised, appreciated, and celebrated for the individual that they
are. Inclusion is a priority at Kent Nursery, and we strongly promote diversity and inclusion. As
such, we celebrate each child’s individuality and ensure that every child feels heard, valued and
secure. We encourage age appropriate boundaries through consistent routines, and ensure we
have only the very best role models at Kent Nursery.
Above all else, Kent Nursery is a home away from home, filled with love, excitement and fun.
We feel incredibly lucky to be able to offer state of the art early years facilities, that include solarpowered shaded car park, large outdoor play areas and in-classroom sinks for messy play
The best parts of my job are building relationships with the children in our care, and having
the privilege of watching them grow. Having a close partnership with parents is exceptionally
important, and something I encourage as much as possible.
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CHAPELS
Kent College has maintained a vibrant worship life throughout the lockdown and
every week, three streamed chapels are made available in Senior School (Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays). There have been some benefits to this situation.
Firstly - eminent speakers who would not normally be able to join us have been able to
provide filmed presentations for us. This term that has included:
Revd. Professor David Wilkinson - Principal of St. John’s College Durham (and one of
the leading figures in the conversation between faith and science),
Greg Timmons, Pastor of Calvary United Methodist Church in Flint, Michigan,
Revd. Eden Fletcher, past Chaplain of KC (now lead minister at the Methodist
International Church in Hong Kong),
Revd. Richard Teal and Carolyn Lawrence - President and Vice President of the
Methodist Conference.
The term has also included great chapels from the school Eco-Warriors group
updating the school on their progress, including achieving the Eco-Schools
green Flag Award, and to celebrate Science Week and International Women’s
Day, some of our fantastic female scientists from school telling us about
women scientists who they have been inspired by.
Old Canterburians - Another gift is that we have had Chapels led by an
incredibly gifted group of Old Canterburians who have shared with us what
they are up to now. These have included England Hockey Player, Grace
Balsdon, TV producer and journalist, Kishan Koria and member of the animal
care team at Whipsnade, Fran Crowther (complete with giraffes, rhinos and
hippos!).
They can be found on the school worship YouTube Channel - https://www.
youtube.com/channel/UCbtJmW3oM0P26Haka8unDmQ/videos
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KENT COLLEGE STORIES

MUSIC

LOWER SCHOOL TEATIME CONCERT
By the end of the second week back at school on Friday March 19th, musicians
from Years 7-9 were presenting a whole hour of live entertainment from the Great
Hall in this term’s Lower School Time Concert. This featured some wonderful
solo singing and playing of real variety, and as well as the more traditional items,
there were stylish performances on the drum kit by William in Year 8 and Fred in
Year 9. This concert was streamed live and, along with all the other musical events
of this school year, can be watched again via the Music Department’s YouTube
channel.
Well done to everyone who has taken part in all these concerts and for keeping music
alive during this extraordinary term.

LOCKDOWN CONCERTS & PIANO FESTIVALS
During the ‘lockdown’ in the Spring term, our musicians have still kept very busy and
continued to offer a high standard of performance for audiences to enjoy.
Just before half term, senior students presented two lockdown concerts, compiled from
videos recorded at home. Both concerts were a wonderful showcase of some of the most
advanced performers in the school. Meanwhile, our
pianists enjoyed a wonderful online Piano Festival
organised by Mrs Bailie.
Piano Festival Prize winners
Beginner - Katie (year 10)
Intermediate - Lara (year 10)
Advanced - Anna (year 10)
Intermediate Recital - Hunter (year 9)
Advanced Recital - Theo (year 10)
Medals - Poppy & Elizabeth (year 7)
Endeavour Award - Emily (year 8)
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DRAMA

BY MRS MARIE CHRISTIAN
HEAD OF DRAMA

There have been two major events in the Drama department this term. As part of Arts
Week, House Drama saw the separate houses put together productions on the theme of
‘Neverland;, with videos submitted from the individual students at home and edited together by the House team.
Additionally, the final episode of the series ‘Spies Up Your Life’ was released at the end of
the term, as part of a long-running series from the drama department. The final episode,
lasting 35 minutes shows the incredible talent in the school and how hard-working all the
actors, teachers and editors are. Watch it on the KC Drama YouTube page.

SPORT
The Easter Term saw the sports department
move fully online, with all games and PE lessons
made available digitally. The students showed
immense discipline to ensure they remained
healthy and active over a very tough period.
Activities that students participated in included
Beat the Coach, Train like a Superstar and live
circuit sessions, culminating in a whole school
house challenge. Overall, Marlowe House came
1st for covering a grand total of 1175.31km, an
astonishing distance. Secondly Chaucer covered
1093.39km, with Augustine in 3rd with 1043.40km
and Becket 4th with 824.49km. This came to a
total of 4136.49km covered by the school - well
done everyone!
We are all very much looking forward to seeing
all of our sports men and women back out doing
what they love, like our rowers led by Mr Huggins
back out on the water. We look forward to
welcoming you all back this summer.
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ARTS WEEK
Though Arts Week took place online
this year, it still exhibited all the
creativity and the talent evident in
the school’s community. New this
year, there was an arts competition,
which concluded with an online
exhibition. There were three categories linked to the themes of collective worship,
including ‘Find your song and sing it’, ‘Watching over one another in love’ and ‘Living
on a large map’. The entrants could work in any medium, and photos were submitted of
some exceptional poems, sculptures, drawings and more. The entrants showed amazing
creativity and talent, with meaningful interpretations of the categories.
As well as the online exhibition, there were also many workshops and events which were
exciting and brought variety into life in lockdown. The students were taught Bollywood,
circus skills, drumming and baking, as well as some English and maths activities. The
students showed a lot of talent and flair, and thank you to Ms Kenmir for organising the
amazing week.
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REMEMBERING STEPHEN FELL
It was with great sadness and sense of loss that we note that Mr Stephen Fell passed away at the end of January
2021. Mr Fell contracted COVID-19 during the Christmas break, he was admitted into hospital, progressed into
intensive care and his situation was critical from the beginning of term. The hospital staff did all they could but
sadly there was extensive damage to Stephen’s lungs and nothing further could be done. His wife Ardell and son
Christopher were at his bedside, and we hold all of them in our prayers.
Mr Fell came late to teaching after a successful career in the chemical industry and joined Kent College in 2002.
Stephen was an inspirational teacher applying his experienced elemental expertise as Head of Chemistry to popular
pyrotechnic performances and sugar coated covalent bonding (demonstrated with Smarties). He was passionate
about the progress of his pupils, many of whom went on to continue their studies of Chemistry at University.
Known as “Felly“ by many colleagues and students, he ran the Kent College Duke of Edinburgh Award programme.
He encouraged students to step out of their comfort zone and take on the challenges of Lake District weather;
the heights of Snowdonia; as well as life affirming expeditions further afield in South Africa, Italy and Crete. Many
completed the Gold Award and received their medals at Buckingham Palace.
Mr Fell was also a key member of the boarding community at Kent College. For the last 13 years he ran the boarders’
activity programme: organising five aside football, basketball, gym access, as well as lots of individual sports club
opportunities during the week. The highlight for many were the Sunday trips which included art exhibitions, London
concerts, football matches, go-kart racing, paintballing, and visits to theme parks. These trips have been highly
valued by boarders giving many a taste of British culture.
We set up an online book of Remembrance - there was such an outpouring of love with over 200 entries - some
associations going back over 20 years. Here are just a few of the messages - they described Stephen as:
- A legend
- Full of energy enthusiastically explaining chemistry
- An outstanding teacher and mentor who inspired everyone of us
- When I think of Fellly I think of laughter fun and happiness, his enthusiasm and bundles of energy
- The impact Mr Fell had in my life simply cannot be compressed into a few sentencesI don’t think I would be the
person I am today if I hadn’t had him supporting me.
So many young lives have
been touched by Stephen, and
enhanced by his enthusiasm,
optimism and passion. We
are grateful for his dedicated
service and that we had him
for so long as part of the Kent
College Community. He will
be greatly missed.
- Dr Lamper
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He was once a guest of honour at a banquet for a South American dictator. He was arrested by the Egyptian military for
spying on their fleet of MiG21s. He was involved in a military coup in a banana republic to overthrow the government.
All of these are true statements about the life of Stephen Fell. You see what we’re dealing with when we remember the
life of Stephen is this not overly tall man who in all kinds of ways was larger than
life.
He was a brilliant chemist - a really skilled and knowledgeable chemist. But
unlike some people who are really gifted in a particular subject area he was
very good at sharing that knowledge and passion with others. From the mad
scientist persona setting things on fire with the Year 5 Kent College experience
day students to the fact that you very rarely saw him in the school Common
Room because in fact he preferred to be in the lab talking with and coaching
pupils through the intricacies of the mole and other bits of the 6th form chemistry
syllabus they didn’t find easy.
There’s also the trips. Stephen was head of boarders activities for a number
of years and threw himself with a passion into all of that. There was rarely a
weekend when he wasn’t out somewhere with a group of students and the
range of those trips showed something of the breadth of his passions and
interests. From London shows to rock concerts, from go-karting to football
matches, from paint-balling to theme parks, from river trips to museum exhibits - he was there. Driving things along
with his extraordinary enthusiasm and zest for life. The stories that come out of those trips are many and they are
legendary. They will form the basis of ‘remember when’ conversations within the Kent College community for years to
come. There’s one story in particular that was told recently that seemed to sum up something of Stephen to me. It was
a local walk and the path diverged. One was clearly the main path - the one that everybody took. The one that went in
the right direction and was clearly well trodden. There was another path, covered in brambles, overgrown, clearly not
often walked. And he said ‘let’s go down here.’ ‘Why?’ said one of the staff that he was with. ‘Because it will be more of
an adventure.’ Came the reply. That was Stephen - take the more adventurous path, the less travelled route, the least
obvious choice. Because that way leads to a more interesting experience - to an adventure.
He ran the school Duke of Edinburgh programme on those principles too. He ran the award at school for at least 17
years. With lots of help from others in the last four years school expanded to offer bronze, silver and gold awards which
in that four year period covered almost 400 students with 79 going on to the gold award. Trips to South Africa and
Italy and Snowdon. Adventures to be had, things to learn about yourself in the process. There was something of the
independent adventurer about Stephen - he didn’t sit easily with rules and bureaucracy. He was this tightly packaged
bundle of thoughts,
ideas and energy and you kind of went along for the ride. The ride could have you tearing your hair out at times but he
was immensely warm and lovable and charismatic as well. There was something about his enthusiasm and joy in living
that was absolutely infectious. And his care for the pupils was absolutely second to none.
I can still hardly believe that he is gone. There were still so many adventures to be had, so many stories to tell. We will
not see Stephen’s like again. But sadness is not the only emotion surrounding us today. How can I only be sad only
when Stephen embraced life so fully. How can I only be sad when I have such fantastic memories that bring a smile to
my face as soon as I recall them? I am a person of faith and I am a person of hope. And what I do know is this - Stephen
Fell made my life richer for having been in it - he was a blessing to me. As you look through the comments in the book
of remembrance you see the same thing time and time again from colleagues and students. There are hundreds of
people all over the world who feel - who know that the life of Stephen Fell was a blessing to them. That is what he
leaves behind. So whilst we are sad we are also so grateful that we have had this gift shared with us. This gift that has
been such a blessing to us. The life and energy and presence of Stephen Fell - may he rest in peace and rise in glory.
- Dr Glass
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OLD CANTERBURIANS
From School House to the High Seas: How an Old Canterburian Conquered the Atlantic
James Allan who attended Kent College from 1981 to 1988, has found a novel way to beat the
lockdown blues – he has rowed the Atlantic.
James, and his three novice crew of former university and workplace friends, have been competing in the
Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge, an epic 3000-mile rowing race across the Atlantic. The challenge started
from La Gomera in the Canary Islands and finished in Antigua in the West Indies.
After 42 days, 3 hours, and 47 minutes at sea, including Christmas and New Year, they rowed into English Harbour to a cacophony of noise. The team finished sixth overall out of 21 four-, three-, two-, and one-man crews
in their 28-foot, space-age technology boat, Valkyrie.
Valkyrie is a self-righting Rannoch 45, weighing in at 1.5 tons. It’s equipped with tiny cabins fore and aft where
the crew cooked, ate, slept, navigated, etc. when they were not rowing in pairs, two hours on, two hours off
throughout.
By the time they reached the finish line, James his crew had already raised more than $100,000 for their
nominated charities, including the Indonesian charity, The Priscilla Hall Foundation. The organisation has
multiple projects in Indonesia including a community centre, Shelter Box, which helps the 88 million people
homeless in disaster zones throughout the world, and Workout for Water, a UNICEF charity bringing fresh water
supplies to villages in East Africa.
Overall, the race was won by Dutch pair Mark Slats and Kai Wiedmar, who completed the crossing in just under
33 days.
For James, who lives in Jakarta with his wife Sylvia and daughters, Lois, 8, and Sophie, 6, it was mission
accomplished after an 18-month regime of solo training in which they were able to spend less than three days
together in the boat before the race because of COVID restrictions.
James said, “It wasn’t just 42 days at sea, this was an 18-month journey, a lot of training, planning and courses
on things like navigation and sea survival. We hadn’t had so much as three days together in the boat because
of COVID, I was in Indonesia, one guy was in Hong Kong, and two were in Yorkshire.

“WE WERE REAL NOVICES.”
The fact that they hadn’t done anything like it before is what made it such a great challenge. “We were winging
it to start with but I never felt unsafe, I never felt scared and I never doubted that we were going to pull it off.
“I think what was important was that we got on that boat as good mates and stepped off it as even better
mates; that’s the biggest win for us. To share that experience with the boys, that will be with us forever,” James
continued.
Having also taken part in the 2002 Marathon de Sables, which is a combined six-marathon race across the
Sahara Desert, he admitted, “That was a walk in the park compared to this. This was 42 days, two hours on,
two hours off and we did that 255 times, pretty brutal, right? My daily six shifts pattern was 2 to 4, 6 to 8 and
10-12 am/pm.”
He explained, “You never got two hours sleep because you had to eat and admin yourself and the boat so you
were lucky if you got an hour, but it was amazing how quickly we all fell into the routine. We were like robots.”
“The finish was the day I’ll never forget. The atmosphere coming in was incredible,” James reminisced. “We
had the Antiguan Coastguard escort us in with loads of other small boats, the superyachts were sounding their
horns, there were people cheering. It was all quite overwhelming to be honest.”
Separation from family was hard, as James said, ‘’We had a satellite phone on board so I could call my wife and
girls Wednesdays and Saturdays, but apart from that, we had no internet networks or social media.
Looking back at the challenges he faced during the trial, he went on to say, “The real low was when we hit
head winds in the middle of the race and had to put our power anchor out – we couldn’t go anywhere and then
realised it was going to take three or four days longer than we had anticipated. That period was when our spirits
were at their lowest.”
“Sometimes I found the night rows quite tough. When you’re getting out of your cabin and there are no stars,
you can’t see the difference between the sea and the sky.” He recalled, “It’s as if you’ve stepped into a black
box. You can’t see the waves and then you just get smashed by one.
“We were trying to summarise what the night rows were like and I would say it was a combination of
white-water rafting, bumper cars, and turbulence in a plane all rolled into one,” he noted in good spirits.
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“The waves were massive; we were rowing backwards and it was like a double-decker bus coming at you.
The sea goes up and down and it was like you were looking down a steep hill one moment and then you
were at the bottom of it, over and over again.”
‘’Where we got real speed was when we surfed down the waves and if we caught it right, we could get up
to 11.8 knots (14mph). We always tried to keep above 3 knots per hour (4mph), that way you’re doing 75-85
nautical miles (76-97 miles) a day, which is good stuff,” said James.
“We definitely took the scenic route! We saw orca whales and on the second to last day, we had an orca
whale 15 metres from the boat with her baby. Another day, we saw three minke whales; they’re brown and
very rare so that was fantastic,” the memories flooding back.
‘’We were also regularly slapped in the face with flying fish, we saw dolphins and one of the most amazing
things I saw was a Marlin flying out right next to me and chasing a smaller fish across the water, it was like
watching a cartoon.’’
Despite an intake of around 5,500 calories a day, with a jet boiler to heat packet food and plenty of snacks,
sweets, nuts, and protein shakes, James lost nearly a stone in weight on the journey, while crewmates
Stewart dropped 1.6 stones and Burnet – who was seasick for the first two weeks – shed 2.6 stones. Stone,
the biggest man on board, lost more than three stones.
James said, “because we thought we’d do it in under 40 days, we were running out of food, we literally ate
our last meals on the last day but at least we didn’t break into our emergency rations.”
At the end James was given a compilation video of congratulatory messages from family, friends, and even
famous author and much-decorated SAS veteran Andy McNab, who bantered that the former Honourable
Artillery Company regiment soldier was being ‘’too Royal Marines’’.
There were also Christmas videos and letters from family and friends which gave James and the crew a
huge boost during ‘’the challenge of our lives’’.

CHARITIES
Following the success of the Charities Committee last term, our fundraising efforts have continued
to be successful. £500 was raised for Comic Relief through a red themed non-uniform Red Nose
Day, as well as more funds being raised for Breast Cancer Research, and a collection of recipes are
being assembled into an Internaitonal Charity Cookbook.
The Charities Committee remains a member of Interact (part of Rotary International) and Isabella (as
Charities Senior Prefect) is Interact President!
Alice in year 13 spent a lockdown evening independently raising
money for LandAid by doing a sponsored sleep-out. She slept
outside with basic essentials on a cold March night to raise an
extraordinary £547 for homeless youth.

On Red Nose Day, a selection of jokes from the tutor groups were
collected and judged, with the tutor groups 7M and 9M being
declared the funniest.
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ART

BY MR MARTIN COX ART TEACHER

While in lockdown, the year 8s started a project based on identity which they are continuing now
that we are back in school. The students are working towards making a book of images that
relate to themselves and among the many pages they have created so far, there is one about their
favourite food, one about their favourite subject, and another their favourite animal.
Meanwhile year 9s designed a steam punk mechanical creature and then went on to make a
picture showing the underwater world of Captain Nemo and his submarine ‘The Nautilus’, taken
from the book 20,000 leagues under the sea.
It is sometimes said that the greatest creativity comes
from the tightest constraints and just as with the first
lockdown, I have been impressed and amazed by
the creativity of our students especially when they
have been severely limited through lack of resources
and having to be be more independent.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL
MUSIC
Junior School Music has been an
essential part of the curriculum during lockdown,
providing an outlet for children to express their feelings
through performance and creativity.
We have had lots of fun in online lessons and Orchestra,
Girls’ Choirs and Boys’ Choirs have been learning new
pieces, all of which we are filming now that we are back
together, so that you can enjoy the results. Look out for
these on the school website.
Our Choristers were supposed to be singing Evensong
in Canterbury Cathedral in February. Although this
was postponed, they have been practising the music
ready for when this is possible and you can also
watch their performances coming soon on their
Youtube channel https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UC5h6mHp0q8b7Y7mY4U9nczw
Towards the end of lockdown we held a House Music
Competition which was a wonderful way to celebrate the
talent of our young musicians. We had over 80 entries,
displaying impressive technique, musicality and some
very smart dressers! There were category winners from
all the houses, making it a close result, but the overall
winners were Neville. Well done, everyone for a fantastic
term!
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BY MRS JACKIE SPENCER

SPACE DAY
Space Day was a fun way for us all to feel part of a
team - it was brilliant to see those at home and at
school getting into the spirit with a variety of creative
interpretations of the theme. The Friends of Kent
College are funding some impressive equipment for
the Astronomy Club which will run for both Junior
and Senior schools, and we hope this can include
parents too!

KEY WORKERS ARTWORK

Some of the art work from the key workers’ children who spent time at the school during
lockdown were displayed in the mass vaccination centre in Thanet, brightening the centre
and the mood.
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JUNIOR SCHOOL

BY MR SIMON JAMES

SNOW FUN

The children at home and at school were delighted by the snow days we saw before half term. The weather
allowed them some time away from screens, and playing in the fresh air. We loved seeing the photos of the
snowball fights, sledding and snowmen.

EARLY YEARS FARM TRIP

The Early years children had an opportunity to visit the
School Farm and our new lambs. For many of the children,
the journey on the minibus was nearly as exciting as seeing
the animals alongside getting their boots even muddier
than usual. We hope to offer more opportunities in the
summer term and the Farm Club should be available for
children soon.
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